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Secure Designs provides total
Internet security solutions for
the smallest to midsize organizations
As a complete, outsourced Internet security department that designs,
implements, monitors and manages customers’ network defenses 24x7,
SDI provides around-the-clock peace of mind that an organization’s
computer operations, network and confidential digital assets will not be
accessed or compromised by hackers, vandals or thieves.
The company’s content filtering services also significantly enhance
employee productivity by stopping inappropriate activities on the network,
blocking spam, viruses and a wide range of other malicious code before it
ever reaches the client’s network.
In addition, SDI’s email delivered Strategic Management Reports turn a
customer’s blind Internet pipe into a complete management information
system that literally pays for itself in increased business insights.
SDI also offers email encryption, IP vulnerability scanning, and Intrusion
Prevention Service alerting.

SDI is unique in that
the company provides
“Fortune 500 Security For
The Fortune 5 Million”.

Based in Greensboro, NC,
SDI, an Inc. 5000 and
CRN Fast Growth 100
company, delivers its services
from a state-of-the-art, carrierclass data operations and
network center. With current
capacity to manage hundreds
of thousands of MSS locations.

The bundling of these various services enable all size organizations to
affordably protect their network and digital assets and also meet industry
and legal regulation mandates.
Through a unique proprietary based remote management system, SDI
provides clients with a complete multilayered network perimeter defense
plan that is effective, dynamic, extremely affordable and easy to use. The
company’s speed of deployment, low cost structure, commitment to
exceptional customer service and added partner business services are
unprecedented and unmatched in the industry.
Founded in 2001, SDI is the premier low cost, high value provider of MSS
for small to midsize organizations and also has a proven turnkey private
label program for large partners.
The company pioneered and has become the premier provider in the U.S.
delivering Enterprise Class MSS to Micro SMB Customers (<100
employees) and SDI now provides managed Internet security services to
over 7,000 locations in 50 states and 5 countries.
SDI’s proven logistics and experience enable it to deploy a new complete
large scale private label MSS program in just weeks for new partners.
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